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Ducks are Rare in Yosemite
Ily C . C . PRESNALL, Junior Park Naturalist

Duck hunters who complain of Yosemite National Park," a special
the scarcity of wild fowl on their number of Nature Notes, to be pub-
favorite shooting ponds should con- lichen this spring . Only two species
sider the case of the Yosemite Val- have ever nested in the valley, the
ley, where not over 50 ducks have mallard and the harlequin, aad they
been seen in any one year and but a few times . All the others, ex-
many years have passed with less cept the cinnamon teal, are winter
than two dozen reported seen . The stragglers that drop into the vzl-
sportsman might reply, "Well, what ly more by accident than anything
of it?" since no hunting is allowed, else, although some individual
but tin' antics of one pair of un- ducks seem to develop the "Yo-
frightened mallards in Yosemite can cemite habit" just as many tourists
furnish just as much pleasure to etui .n year after year. For example,
park visitors as a whole raft of can- a flock of ri : g-nuked clucks appear
vasbacks on the San Francisco hay o .r open pools of the Illerce .' river
can give to those who hunt them . each winter, and since ring-necks
The very fact that ducks are scarce •ire s very searce here . we infer
in the valley snhances the interest that this is the same flock each
in them - one duck becomes an year . Another case is that of a soli-
;tens of news and a source of much terry male lesser scaup that was
pleasant gossip .

	

Been in Steamboat bay pool in
A POZI';N V- ARIETIES

	

March of 1932 ; a similar bird again
alv 12 kinds of ducks have been appeared in the same pool in Feb-

,ecerded here since rrinnell and ruary of this year . It is hard to be-

:cr . in 1914 . first started their liege that such a recurrence is en-

investi„ations resulting in the pub- tirel}~ accidental.
lieotion of "Animal Life in Yo- CO-4POSED OF STRAYS
son-rite ." They listed but three kinds

	

But in spite of those pretty theo-
mallard, shoveler and harlequin lies almost the entire duck popula-

- as occurring within the park . tion of Yosemite must be classed
Those occurrences and the ni^e oth- as "casual'' or "accideatal" since
es species observed since then will it is largely made up of birds that
l o hriefly anted in the "B i rds of happen to stem' ;-n : i `ht.
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migration routes and winter feed- sary that hunters and nature lovers
ing grounds on both sides of the should work together to prevent a
park . On the east, Mono lake and scarcity of clucks everywhere.
other large lakes of the Great Basin
offer attractive stopping places for
the thousands of wild fowl that use
the inland migration route from
Canada to Mexico, while on the
west, the fertile fields and marshes
of the San Joaquin valley are quite
satisfactory sources of winter food
for the many ducks and geese that
winter there . Lying between these
two areas, the high Sierra offers
little inducement to either migrants
or winter visitants and the few
species of clucks that usually nest
at such high altitudes are by na-
ture sparsely distributed.

in Yosemite and residents or visi-
tors in the valley take more interest
in only one lonely bluebill than the
average hunter would display over
an entire flight of teal. Ducks out-
side of such sanctuaries as Yo-
semite National Park seem fated
to serve mankind by feeding his
stomach, but in Yosemite they feed
his soul with beauty. Both are nec-
essary, her-tee it is even more neces-

SNOW PATROLS

By C. A. HARWEL L

Park Naturalist

Nine of our rangers are waxing
their skiis, repairing their snow
shoes, checking over their pack
equipment and necessary materials
and supplies, getting ready with
some eagerness for the first annual
snow measuring patrol, scheduled
for the end of January each year,
They will be assisted by three snow
gaugers employed by the State De-
partment of Natural Resource
These three men, Jerry Mern i a,
Sem Ping and George Proctor, are
experienced snmraer-time rangers
of Yosemite with previous experi-
ence in these snow patrols . so th't
the entire force of 12 men know
every part of the mountain trails
they are to cover . know where shel-
ters and food and cabins are lo-
cated, just how best to reach each
snow course and exactly what work
is to he covered and what sort of
snow and weather conditions to eta
peat.

WHERE THEY MEASURE

They go out from headquarters
on the floor of the valley in tiros
and threes at the end of each
month, January . February, March
and April, making snow measure-
ments and water tests at 15 differ-
ent stations : Gin Flat, 7,000 feet
elevation ; Merced Lake, 7,000; Te-
naya Lake, 8,150 ; Crescent Lake
8 .500 ; Peregoy Meadows, 7,000;
Johnson Lake, 8,500; Moraine Mea-
dows, 8,700 ; Snow Plat, two courses.
8,700 ; Fletcher Lake. 10 ; 300 ; Tuc-
lurnne Meadows, 8,600 : ',yell Foil:

Hence it is that ducks are rare
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X,900 ; White Wulf, K,1)00 ; It Illve,
north of I fetch I Ietrhy, 6,500.

These regular patrols bring back
significant data . The State is in-
terested in them because the depth
and water content of the winter
snow pack in our Sierras deter-
mines water supply for drinking,
irrigation and power development.
The park has additional interest in
winter conditions existing over the
1173 square miles within our boun-
daries . Data on the number, loca-
tion and status of animal and bird
life encountered are compiled . Mem-
bers of the naturalist staff assist
in one or more of these patrols
each winter.

feeding Wile at Foley's Studio for
two winters, and is now so tame
that observers may stand 20 feet
away while it gulps down the meat
scraps that are nailed to the table.

A wildcat was seen on the valley
floor, January 13 . Mr . Van Housen,
who saw it, stated that it trotted
across the road ahead of his car
and then stood quietly on some
rocks nearby, watching him with no
apparent fear. The incident oc-
curred near the Le Conte Memorial.
Wildcats are commonly seen in the
valley in winter. but seldom act so
tame as this onne .,

There is a decided and unex-

WILD LIFE NOTELETS

	

plained scarcity of winter birds in
Yosemite this year, a condition

By Junior Park Naturalist C . C. which, judging by reports, seems to
Presnall.

	

exist in other parts of the State

Predatory birds are more notice- also . At the Yosemite Museum we

able in winter than in summer, per- usually have 25 to 50 juncos pat-
haps because other birds are less ronizing our feeding station ; this

numerous . Sharp-shinned hawks Year there have been none at all for

appear frequently among the oaks days at a time . Several other corn-
on the floor of Yosemite Valley, and mon winter visitants are noticeable

by their absence : Slender-billed
and pigmy nuthatches are missing,
the nuttall woodpecker has not
been seen . and there has been only
one report, by Mr . D. A. Miller, of
the plain titmouse . Even the ducks
have almost deserted us . On previ-
ous winters we have had from five
to eight rink-necked ducks on the
river . This winter there is one male
ring-neck and a pair of mallards.
One ruddy duck has been reported
with the mallards . The most notice-
able scarcity of all is that of golden-
crowned kinglets . They are usually
the moat numerous winter bird, but
this yern none were seen until re-

red-tailed hawks circle low over the cently when Charles Michael re.-

warm ledges of the north wall . A ported a very small flock.

sparrow hawk has patronized a
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Field Nature School Plans Told
By C. A . Harwell, Park Naturalist

National Park Service announces the entire park-„ embracing five life
the ninth session of the Yosemite zones rich in faunal, floral and
School of Field Natural History geologic forms and materials, fur-
which will be conducted in Yosem i te nishes the greater laboratory for
from June 26 to August 11 this year the work of the school . F eld work
and for which applications are now predominates . Daily excursions are
being received .

	

conducted for the close study of
This school is definitely set up to birds, flowers, trees, mammals and

train for naturalist work in our other forms of living nature on the
national parks. Its training will be valley floor . Longer hikes and over-
found extremely valuable to those night field trips are matte each
interested in the fields of nature week-end to some point above the
guiding, nature counciling, con- rim of the valley . The cl i max of
nervation or in field methods in the course is reached when the
natural science teaching.

	

class leaves the valley to spend the
WHAT COURSE COMPRISES

	

last week of the course in covering
The museum on the floor of the the circuit of high S tiara camps

valley is headquarters for this and to make side trips for study
school as it. 's for all naturalist above timberline and climbs of
work in the park . Its lecture rooms, Mount Lyell . 13,090 feet elevation,
laboratories, library, exhibits and and Mount Dana, 13 .050 feet.
research collections make it an

	

Our principal purpose is to train
ideal center for such a project wh i le students in methods of interpreting
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living nature . Ample opportunity is charge branch of education and re-

given for observation of and par , search, will work several days with

ticipation in our regular ranger-nat- the group . Joseph Dixon, field

uralist program. The work is prat- natural i st N. P. S. engaged in a

tical and all our former students survey of wild life conditions in all

say their summer here was among national parks, will direct work in

the most profitable ever spent . mammal survey . Dr . Ralph Chaney,

Nineteen graduates of the school professor of paleontology at the

have served in the educational work University of California and asso

of our national parks of monu- dated with the Carnegie Institution

ments with ether temporary or of Washington, D . C., w'll assist

permanent appointments .

	

with geology and the story of the

SIZE OF CLASS LIMITED

	

earth. An opportunity will be af-

Because of limited facilities it is forded the group to meet many

necessary to restrict the class each visiting geologists when under i
.he

summer to a group of 20
. For this direction of Dr. Francois E

year 12 men and eight women will Matthes of the United States Geo

be selected on basis of qualifica- logical Survey and Dr
. Eliot Black-

ofset forth in written appLca- welder of Stanford the world coil
dons

and references furnished
. gress of geologists, meeting this

Three years' college work or the summer in Washington, D
. C ., w 11

equivalent, with background in be conducted through Yosemite.

sciences, are required . This is the NO TUITION FEE

only field school conducted by Na- No tuition is charged the students

tional Park Service and we like to of this National Park Service

have as many states represented as school . A special camp site is re

possible .

	

served for the group where persona-

The regular naturalist staff of tents may be put up or equipment

Yosemite Nat i onal Park will be as- rented at nominal rates . Stude .il

sisted by a number of visiting do their own cooking, usually in

scientists during the session. Dr. groups . An equipment fee of $5 is

Harold C. Bryant, assistant direc charged each student for use of ma-
tor National Park Service in terals furnished .
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A DAY ON SNOWSHOES

By C . C . Presnall, Junior Park
Naturalist

The naturalists of Yosemite Na- cover the canyon walls we saw two
tional Park, who have initiated wildcat tracks and were reminded
thousands of people into the joys that a wildcat had been recently
of summertime nature hikes, find heard in this vicinity by Homer
that winter field trips are even Crider, one of the power house op-
more interesting, as is shown by erators at Cascade . Perhaps the
observations recorded on a typical foxes were hunting the numerous
snow shoe trip recently made to mice and chickaree squirrels whose
Fig Meadows by Assistant Park tracks zigzagged across all other
Nstur•alist M. E. Beatty and the trans.
writer The total distance, not over A mink track was the most tsar
six miles round trip, makes this one prising event of the day . especially
of the easiest winter trips out of because we found it two-tenths nf
Yosemite Valley, either on snow a mile from the river . There was
ehces or sk i s . Since the chief put- no doubt about the identity of the
pose of our trip was to study ani- track, no other Yosemite animal
Taal tracks we used snow shoes to makes a track of that particular
permit following the tracks where- size and pattern . I might have
ever they might lead through thick doubted the evidence of a mink so
brush or rocky terrain . Conditions far• from water, had I not actually
for tracking were ideal . During the seen one that far from a stream on
previous night an inch of fresh a previous occasion . The tracks in-

snow had fallen;:" and the tempera- dicated that the animal had come
ture (luring the forenoon remained up the canyon side to the road, cir-
cool enough to accurately preserve cled and returned to the river,
ovary track .

	

traveling at a slow run.

WffERE DEER BROWSE

	

We expected to find many mouse
build-

Deer tracks were most numerous,
tracks around the old ranch build-

being especially abundant on the mgs in Big Meadows, but there
warm north canyon wall . The ani- were none

. The dainty tracks of a
vmals seemed to he frequenting that ring-tailed cat offered a clue to the

section because of the good supply scarcity of mice.
of browse available in the chapar- AN UNEXPECTED BIRI'

ral Only one coyote track and two The second surprise of the day
fox tracks were seen . presumably was caused by the discovery of a
gray foxes at this elevation (3000 to bird seldom seen in the transition
0000 feet) . Among the boulders that zone —a Williamson sapsucker . This
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species seldom occurs below 7000 It has been said that a nature
feet elevation, although occasionally lover is judged by his ability to
in winter it wanders down to loca- read the trailside as if it were a
lions similar to Big Meadows . Ten book . Nowhere is there greater op-
other species of birds were recorded portunity to use and develop this
during the trip, but all were the ability than on a winter trail
usual winter birds of this region .

	

covered with good tracking snow,
Any summer hike would have and such a trail gives the vigorous

yielded more birds, but not nearly person an ideal outlet for his exu-
so much information about animals . berant energy.

Fire Studies in the Mariposa Grove
By C. C. PRESNALL Junior Park Naturalist

The Mariposa Grove has long combat the fire menace in the Big
been recognized as worthy of pres- Tree Grove.
ervation, but how best to preserve FEW SEQUO1AS ESCAPE
it from destructive agencies, par It is an accepted and proven fact
ticularly fire, has been a subject of that big trees are unusually resis-
continua .l debate . After. the fire If tant to forest fires, yet nearly ever:
1889, which threatened the grove, a sequoia in the Mariposa Grove has
brush-cutting campaign reduced been severely scarred by fire . This
much of the fire hazard, but the apparent anomaly has often been
policy was not vigorously continued explained by saying that the scars
because of many sincere objections were caused by a fire that cony
to such interference with nature pletely destroyed all other specie.
During the following year's sporadic leaving the sequoias as sole sur-
attempts were made to solve the vivors Such an assumption car
fire problem, but nothing very de :'i- vies with it the inference that
n to was done until the last few the pines, fir's and cedars in the
yet-ass . when two improvements grove have grown up since the fire.
vane initiated : removal of all dead but a recent study of fire scars in
l e gs and limbs from the grove and the grove has shown otherwise.
i nstallation of a system of fire The construction of the new Bag
hydrants . The last summer wit- Trees Lodge necessitated the re-
nessed a return to "let nature take moval of several pines and firs, and
its course" with the decision to al- a

	

careful

	

examination of the
low fallen limbs to accumulate un stumps of these trees showed an
disturbed .

	

unexpected feature . On living El . ;,
Fire control policies in general Trees very nearby were large fire

rn.av he said to be still in the ex- scars made in 1862, 1803 and 1742
re"irrental stage, and progress ,s and scars of one or more of these
s'ow, primarily because trees them- fires were plainly though lightly
selves grow slowly . The following marked on all but two of the
notes on Big Trees in relation to stumps . These two were over 200
forest fires are offered for what years old and showed not a single
they may he worth toward increas- fire scar It did not seem possibl'-
ing our knowledge of how best to tl :rt fires severe enough to burn
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huge cavities in the sequoias should the edges of the old wounds, in
Lave failed to kill all the surround- most cases hardly burning away

trees that had less fire resist- the new growth . Thus the recent
race ; hence I made further obser- scars on the Sequoias pines and
vations in other parts of the grove cedars were all apparently caused
Naas Wawona Point I found that a by light ground fires . This theory
are. in 1809 had severely burned a seemed plausible until I found a
:,umber of the Big Trees, and had Sequoia with a severe recent sea.
left relatively light fire scars an and not a trace of an earlier fire
ril)acent sugar pines and cedars in the same scar. There are sev-
i .ea.r the Grizzly Giant the sale eral such trees in the Grove, notabl
condition existed except for one in the one from which a section was
cense cedar . This cedar was the sawed for. exhibition in front of
oily tree I found (outside of the the Yosemite Museum. This tree
sequoias) that showed a scar of the shows a bad burn in 1809, yet other
great fire of 1710, which had appar- species around it show conipara-
ently done the most severe and tively light scars in that ,year. I
widespread damage to the sequoias can find but one satisfactory ex
In fact, it was the only tree old planation for this : A Big Tree ac-
enough to show such a scar .

	

cumulates much more litter aronnC

SIFTING THE EVIDENCE

	

its base than do the other species.
and this litter causes a light ground

Even though these facts might fire to burn fiercely around its base
indicate that all the cedars, pines for a long time after the fire has
and firs had grown up after the gone out elsewhere judging h ',
damaging fire of 1710 (and I be- the size of some sars I believe the
lieve we need still further evidence) fires must have burned for week ;.
yet it is hard to understand how or even all summer.
they survived the later fires that A Big Tree, altho :.rgh so c -srstant
apparently did so much damage to to fire, might cause itself to be
the Big Trees . An analysis of the more severely burned _hen i ts less
evidence, however, shows how it resistant neighbors simply by the
night have happened .

	

habit of accumulating rnuco debrie
Close examination of burns on ar, o lr .,d ;ts base, such an ," . r"unm-

Big Trees shows that fire damages lation of debris is not so apt to
inflicted in 1862, 1803, 1742, etc`, prove as disastrous as is forme*
were not always severe, although years, owing to the present sys-
appearing so . The huge cavities in tern of fire hydrants throughout
the Ha erford, the Stable Tree, and the Upper Grove, but in spite of

others were not the result of re- this added protection it would seem
cent fires, but of fires occurring that the regular r°emova) of dea ?in 1710, 16 :30, 1652 or earlier, and branches should receive very care
the recent fires had only charred ful consideration .
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